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Phenomenon of interest

Common understanding: “We have to stay below the 2 °C
threshold to prevent the worst consequences of climate change.”

CC in Paris agreement article 2a:

“Holding the increase in the global average temperature to
well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels (...) recognizing
that this would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of
climate change;”

Basic question: How do the different perceptions of the
implications of a 2 °C goal affect CC mitigation?
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Competing theories

Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1984): The more risky
an option, the less it is valued

Literature on stress (Kandasamy et al 2014): Under stress people
are focusing more on eliminating the stressor

Research question: Does the communication of a residual risk of
failure leed to more or less contribution to CC mitigation activities?
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Collective-Risk Dilemma (Milinski et al., PNAS
2008)

subjects receive an endowment each round (4 ECU)
can invest onto a private account or a climate account (0, 2, 4
ECU)
10 rounds with feedback on individual contributions
After 10 rounds
if(climate account < 120 ECU):

everyone looses private account with probability p
Climate account is used to neutralize CO2
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Results (Milinski et al., PNAS 2008)
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Our design

two parameters:
I p: the risk of loosing private account if threshold is not reached
I π: the risk of loosing private accound if threshold is reached

Baseline: identical to Milinski et al. (p = 0.7, π = 0.0)
RR1 (Residual Risk 1): p = 0.7; π = 0.2
RR2 (Residual Risk 2): p = 0.9; π = 0.2

⇒ p identical in Baseline and RR1;
⇒ Probability gain of reaching threshold identical in Baseline and RR2
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Results

Treatment N Threshold Reached Mean Group Contribution
Baseline (p = 0.7; π = 0.0) 10 * 6 60% 117 (sd=11.1)
RR1 (p = 0.7; π = 0.2) 10 * 6 80% 119.4 (sd=6.6)
RR2 (p = 0.9; π = 0.2) 11 * 6 91% 121.5 (sd=2.5)
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Mixed-effects model

contrgr ,sub,per =β0 +βRR1 +βRR2 +βLastRound+

βLastRound×RR1 +βLastRound×RR2+

βRiskAv +βNEP + εgr + εsub + ε (1)

β σ t P > |t |
Intercept 1.9646 0.051 38.47 0.00

RR1 -0.0271 0.072 -0.38 0.71
RR2 -0.0002 0.071 -0.00 1.00

LastRound -0.1296 0.137 -0.94 0.35
RiskAv -0.0036 0.028 -0.13 0.90

NEP -0.0240 0.028 -0.86 0.39
LastRound × RR1 0.6593 0.193 3.41 0.00
LastRound × RR2 0.7088 0.189 3.74 0.00
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Mixed-effects model

β σ t P > |t |
Intercept 1.9477 0.054 36.14 0.00

p=0.9 0.0002 0.073 0.00 1.00
π=0.2 0.0226 0.126 0.18 0.86

LastRound 0.0045 0.075 0.06 0.95
Milinski -0.0142 0.103 -0.14 0.89

LastRound × p=0.9 0.3401 0.144 2.36 0.02
LastRound × π=0.2 0.3549 0.144 2.46 0.01

contrgr ,sub,per =β0 +βp=0.9 +βπ=0.2 +βLastRound+

βLastRound×p=0.9 +βLastRound×π=0.2+

βMilinski + εgr + εsub + ε (2)
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Conclusion

Residual risk w.r.t. to the failure of climate change policies seems
to not matter initially

Towards the end residual risk seems to encourage extra
engagment w.r.t. climate change prevention
If anything, a clear communication of residual risk seems to
increase the probability of climate change mitigation
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To be continued...

We partially replicated this in an online experiment with
... an US sample
... more values and combinations of π

Poster: “Solving Climate Dilemmas is a Trivial Task (on MTurk)”
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